
Roma Pasta Caribbean Contest

CONTEST REGULATIONS:

First article: Sponsor and contestants
a- The promotion belongs to Roma Pasta and is sponsored and driven by its Facebook
profile.

b- To participate, contestants need to be 18 years old or over, residents of Trinidad and
Tobago, have a national or foreign nationalized I.D., followers of Roma Pasta on Facebook
before and during the contest, set to start February, 2022.

Second article: Fan and interactions definitions
a- Fan: every person owning a Facebook account who have clicked on the “Like” button of
the profile: https://www.facebook.com/pastasromacaribbean

b- Interactions: on Facebook, interaction is considered as such when a fan fulfills the
contest dynamic proposed by Roma Pasta.

Third article: Participation Mechanics
The contest will start in February.

Users of Roma Pasta's Facebook profile will have to:
1. Post a picture of a meal made with Roma Pasta in the comments.
2. Share the post in their profiles as public.
3. Tag someone.

Fourth article: Draw and prizes
Among all participants of this contest, one user will be selected to win a set of pots.

This dynamic, and participation method, is established by Roma Pasta Caribbean. The
winners will be announced on the Facebook official profile of Roma Pasta Caribbean.

Important: The winners will have 48 hours, right after the official post of the news, to
claim their prize. Winners have to send their personal data through private messaging and
they will be notified as to where to pick up their prize. If winners don’t claim their prizes
onset period, Roma Pasta Caribbean will choose another winner.

If the winner sends another person to claim the prize, they will have to present a letter of
authorization and a copy of the winner’s I.D. Also, the winner must notify this change and
send the personal data of the authorized person through private messaging 24 hours
before picking up the prize.

The winners can’t call or present themselves in the facilities of Roma Pasta Caribbean. All
the exchanged information necessary to claim the prize should be through Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/pastasromacaribbean


Every winner will be photographed with the prize at the moment of the claim and it will be
posted on the Roma Pasta Caribbean profile.

Fifth article: Conditions agreement and limitations of the contest
All fans participating in the contest agree with the terms and conditions established in
these regulations. If they don't agree, they won’t be entitled to take part in the contest.

All fans interested in participating should fulfill the articles specified in these regulations,
the behavior requirements for the Facebook profile of Roma Pasta Caribbean, and
accomplish the dynamic previously exposed.

The answers or interactions made by the user should be in agreement with the dynamic
proposed by Roma Pasta Caribbean, otherwise, the participation will not be valid.

Sixth article: Prize expiration
Every time limit should be understood as non-extendable, meaning, if the user doesn’t
comply with the proceedings, requirements, and established deadlines that make the
participation in the contest effective, Milano Pasta Caribbean will bear no responsibility on
the matter. In case the winner doesn’t get in touch with Milano Pasta or doesn’t claim the
prize, a new draw will be made.

Seventh article: General responsibility
Roma Pasta Caribbean will not take responsibility for complaints, judgments, damages,
proceedings, losses, or perjuries aroused when claiming or enjoying the prize.

Eighth article: Officials and workers of Roma Pasta or any of its related agencies,
CANNOT take part in this contest

The regulations for this contest will be posted on Roma Pasta’s Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/pastasromacaribbean

Additional consults could be evaluated only on Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/pastasromacaribbean

